Tow Atlanta Proudly Announces the
Arrival of ‘Tarva’ the Autobot
ATLANTA, Ga., March 1, 2019 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Tow Atlanta is proud to
announce the arrival of TARVA, Tow Atlanta’s Recovery Vehicle Autobot-Robot
that goes into low clearance parking decks/garages and other tight areas
where vehicles may become disabled and physically carries them out. TARVA is
only the second robot from EasTract (a French Company) to be operational in
the United States.

This equipment makes getting vehicles out of tight areas and low clearance
parking decks/garages with cramped space easier and will cut the time and
physical effort required to get vehicles out of these areas. Prior to TARVA
people had to endure the physical task of pushing the Vehicles out, risking
physical injury & property damage.
TARVA specializes in Parking Garages that are between 5 and 7 feet in height
and also Vehicles without keys or locked steering columns. It also has a
track system to move and a winch, so it can go into muddy area’s and pull
vehicles out as well as carrying cars from the side and lifting motorcycles
off the ground.

TARVA will also eliminate the need for an additional wrecker needed for the
newer aluminum alloy frame vehicles which include Audi, BMW/Mini, Mercedes,
Porsche, VW and Volvo. Because the TARVA will pick up the vehicle and load
both onto the truck and drive away after being strapped down.
Parking Facilities Managers and Property Owners are thrilled with the very
low liability risk exposure due to the reduction of RISK due to TARVA
operating in a surgical manner with the way it operates and removes the
vehicle out of the facility in a surgical manner compared to the bringing-in
a full sized wrecker into a compact and tight area of the parking facilities
and risking damages to other vehicles with the boom.

TARVA is unique, versatile and strong. It does tasks that have never been
used inside parking structures and cramped areas.
This equipment has been in use several years by Parking Companies and
Property Managers in Europe and now available in Atlanta to resolve these
complicated issues with all the Atlanta Parking Lots and Garages. The
Insurance Industry say this Equipment is a big game changer for the Towing
industry in Atlanta.
Tow Atlanta is the only Towing Company in the State that offers enclosed
towing services and provides Certified Consensual Towing Services to Vehicles
at the motorist’s request. Tow Atlanta specializes in the Towing of Luxury,

Exotic and Antique Vehicles and is the Official Manufacture Tow Provider for
Audi, Bentley, BMW, Ferrari, Karma, McLaren, Lamborghini, Porsche, Rolls
Royce and Tesla.

They have all the manufacturer certifications & required special equipment
loaded on all their trucks. They possess $600K On-hook insurance Coverage for
Towing of the Luxury and Exotic & Antique Vehicles. The Insurance Association
ranks them in the top 1 percent of all towing companies in the United States
because of their training, equipment on and high level of services offered
that other tow providers can match.
Tow Atlanta is unique because of:
Tow Atlanta has the lowest load angle flatbed truck in the United States;
Tow Atlanta has the only enclosed flatbed tow truck in Georgia;
Tow Atlanta Voted Best Towing Service in 2017 and again in 2018;
Tow Atlanta proud sponsor of the 2019 Atlanta Concours d’elegance.
This equipment is available 24 Hours a Day, 7 days a week at Tow Atlanta.
Learn more: http://towexotic.com/
Call Syre Perkins, J.D. 404-788-4848 to schedule a live demonstration.

VIDEOS (YouTube)
https://youtu.be/mb2O1ILzjeI
https://youtu.be/1pHNMWACF_4

